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William Cowper: Everyman Poetry
2012-04-26

a selection of poems by william cowper edited by michael bruce

William Cowper
2003-09

first published in 2004 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an
informa company

Poems of William Cowper
1967

william cowper s rocky spiritual journey rose to great heights yet even
to the end of his life he intermittently descended to abysmal depths of
psychological torment and despair in the throes of his own despondency
cowper was able to write poems and hymns which then and since have
been comforting to others

William Cowper
2006-10-30

a selection of poems by george crabbe edited by stephen derry

Poems of William Cowper
1931

selected verse from the iliad and the odyssey edited by david hopkins

Poems
1931

chief satirist of the augustan age as seen in the rape of the lock pope
spoke out against society and his profession in poetry of bitter invective
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and biting humour

George Crabbe: Everyman Poetry
2012-04-26

this is the first book in recent times to be devoted solely to the themes
qualities and relevance of cowper s poetic writing

Homer: Everyman Poetry
2012-04-26

this famous work was the result of the wartime collaboration of two
scottish scholars their tracing of the course of english poetry has been
described by the times literary supplement as a volume of masterly
compression they deliberately spend most time on the greatest poets
believing that significant as traditions and influences are the great poet
himself affects the spirit of his age and moulds the tradition he has
inherited at the same time enough attention is paid to minor poets to
make the book historically complete and to fill in the most important
links in the chain of poetic development thus gower is here as well as
chaucer patmore as well as browning both in scope and in detail a
critical history of english poetry is a distinguished and valuable work

Pope: Everyman's Poetry
2012-04-26

jane austen was the daughter of one clergyman and the sister of others
and attended church throughout her life her memorial when she died
spoke of her deep christian faith but was that just cant in this
celebratory book paula hollingsworth explores jane austen s faith which
came to the fore in her behaviour her letters and also her books both in
her characters and the fates she assigned to them based on their actions

Theology in the English Poets; Cowper,
Coleridge, Wordsworth & Burns
1915
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this book explores and illustrates the individuating characteristics and
the interrelationships of love poetry and literary immortality such
immortality that is as writers may win in the sense of being long
remembered and appreciated by future readers from the book s
numerous quotations of glittering literary passages it is evident that love
is often expressed in poetry and that many authors especially those
writing about love have expressed the winsome hope that their works
would be greatly cherished by later generations part one of the book
illustrates by passages of matchless poetry the joys and perils of love
and other outstanding features of love part two outlines the history of
expressions by writers in many cultures of their confidence or hope that
their works will make them immortal

Theology in the English Poets
1910

originally published in 1983 this book is the first complete critical study
of the task by william cowper 1731 1800

Cowper's Poetry
1982

pre romantic poetry intervenes powerfully in debates about eighteenth
century writing romanticism and literary history by arguing that pre
romanticism exists to patrol the limits of romantic writing the book
questions existing approaches to eighteenth and nineteenth century
writing and to period based study more generally as well as presenting
pioneering re interpretations of poets such as thomas gray and william
cowper pre romantic poetry reads late eighteenth century poetry
alongside earlier writers especially alexander pope and later ones
including william wordsworth and john keats paying particular attention
to pastoral poetry patronage and occasional poetry the book historicizes
questions of language and form in order to shift prevailing notions of
eighteenth century and romantic writing

A Critical History of English Poetry
2014-01-13

the total number of everyman s library volumes that still survive
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somewhere in the world exceeds 70 million since the inception of the
library in 1906 nearly 1200 unique volumes have been published
constantly placing the world s greatest books before a large public a few
of these titles proved unpopular and were never reprinted but most
were reprinted dozens of times packaged in numerous ways and
benefited from updated editorial work and book design over the last
century terry seymour has studied and researched every aspect of this
great mass of books he now captures and distills this knowledge in a
printing history of everyman s library 1906 1982 a critical feature of
course is to update the various collecting factoids that have emerged
since 2005 when his guide to collecting everyman s library was
published the meat of the new book however is the bibliographical
entries section each volume that has ever been printed receives its own
entry detailing every printing each dust jacket variation any new
introductions updated scarcity numbers and all relevant notes typically
an entry contains at least six lines of information but often much more in
essence each entry is a story written exclusively about each volume
armed with this resource collectors and booksellers can know reliably
everything about the everyman s library volume that sits on their shelf
or is ready to be purchased or sold they will see how a book fits into the
total printing history of that title and be able to describe and value the
book with precision to further enhance the value of this book color
images illustrate all of the key collecting points an extensive index of
editors translators and artists is now included not just a solo effort the
printing history has been vetted by other expert collectors ensuring
greater accuracy and comprehensiveness

Theology in the English poets
1926

day examines the history and usage of the term romanticism and the
changing views and debates which surround it a range of writers
canonical and non canonical are included as are today s debates such as
feminism and new historicism

The Spirituality of Jane Austen
2017-04-21

linking fiction with history and historical theory a new type of history
fictional proposals for dealing with the past focuses on a selection of
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nineteenth and twentieth century novelists tolstoy proust john cowper
powys virginia woolf wyndham lewis penelope lively and james hamilton
paterson who have criticized scientifically based history and proposed
alternative ways of approaching the past more subjective and personal
colourful and imaginative and above all ethically orientated in this it is
argued they have been reverting to an earlier rhetorical model for
history which is now being increasingly adopted by practising historians
this new type of history may lack the claimed objectivity and truth of its
immediate predecessor but it opens the way for an ethically focused
subject that may be used in nietzsche s words for the purpose of life
providing a new take on both novelists and historiography and ranging
widely from the nineteenth century to the present day this cross
disciplinary study will be valuable reading for all those interested in the
intersection and interplay between fiction and history

Love, Poetry, and Immortality: Luminous
Insights of the World's Great Thinkers
2022-07-11

the elegiac aspect of ted hughes poetry has been frequently overlooked
an oversight which this book sets out to rectify encompassing a broad
range of themes from the decline of nature and local industry to the
national grief caused by the first world war this book is a comprehensive
addition to the study of hughes poetry

Visions of Dante in English Poetry
2022-07-18

supersedes the biographical dictionary of english literature compiled by
j w cousin

Cowper's 'Task'
1983-07-28
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2012

Reader's Adviser and Bookman's Manual
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1958

The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956
Imprints
1971

A Printing History of Everyman's Library
1906-1982
2011

Romanticism
1995-11-16

The Influence of Milton on English Poetry
1922
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The Reader's Adviser
1974

Romanticism
1975

Everyman's Library: Essays and Belles
Lettres
1927

'A New Type of History'
2015-05-22

The Elegies of Ted Hughes
2010-05-07

Everyman's Dictionary of Literary
Biography
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1908
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